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facts, we can say that, although the hypothesis of an internal equilibrium 
between two constituents appears an alluring one, the true nature of these 
still remains unknown. 

Groningen, Laboratory for Inorganic and Physical Chemistry 
of the University. 

Physics. - On anomalies of terrestrial magnetism. By S. W. VISSER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 16, 1933.) 

1. BAUER (1), N IPPOLDT (2), BARTELS (3), ANGENHEISTER (4) have 
expressed objections to GAUSS'S method of spherical harmonies of the 
field of terrestrial magnetism. 

Therefore a new research into the normal field appears to be justified. 
We have based our investigation wholly upon the isomagnetic maps of the 
Hydrographic Office, Navy Department U .S.A., Washington 1930. As 
to the north~polar cap we have also consulted FISK'smaps (5). This 
suffices for our purpose being a first orientation. 

We shall derive in the first place some properties of a "normal field" 
based up on two adiametrical poles, presuming them to have equal strength. 

2. We call the straight line between the poles the "magnetic axis". The 
great circle perpendicular to this axis will be called "magnetic equator". 
Furthermore we call the small circles through the magnetic pol es "magnetic 
meridians". The great circle through the poles will be the zero~meridian 
of our system. 

The magnetic equator and the zero~meridian have been taken as axises 
of coordinates. The origin is one of the two points where these great circles 
interseet. It is situated in the centre of the Pacific Ocean at 146.6° W.L. 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the geographic equator. The angle 
between the magnetic and geographical equatorial planes amounts to 15 
degrees. 

The distance of the poles to the origin is 78.0°. Each magnetic meridian 
has been divided between the equator and the poles into 78 equal parts and 
curves have been drawn through corresponding points. These curves may 
be suitably called "paralleIs" and the 78 equal parts .. degrees". Points on 
the sphere will be located by means of the meridians and parallels of this 
system. 

3. We may presume now the following properties of our "normal 
field" . 

1. The inclination is zero along the magnetic equator and reaches a 
maximum value at the poles. 
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2. The horizontal magnetic force is directed along the magnetic 
meridian ; it has a maximum on the equator and is zero at the poles. 

The zero~meridian and the magnetic equator divide the sphere in four 
sectors which are in magnetical respects symmetrical with regard to these 
great circles. 

The exact shapes of magnetic meridians intersecting the magnetic equator 
at equal di stances of 22.5 0 have been calculated. Parallels were drawn at 
distances of 5 degrees. Declination D . horizont al intensity Hand inclination 
I have been read from the U .S. Navy maps on each intersection of meridians 
and paralleis. As to the declination the figures have to be reduced to the 
magnetic meridians. The angle between the horizontal force and the 
magnetic meridian will be called the de v i a t ion d. 

The following components of the magnetic force have been calculated: 
10 • H sin d, the e ast co m pon ent. i.e. the component perpendicular 

to the magnetic meridian. 
2°. H tang l, the ver tic a I co m pon ent. 
30. H cos d. the north component. i.e. the component in the 

direction of the magnetic meridian. 

1 . The e ast ~ c 0 m pon ent. The normal east component must be 
zero everywhere. However. we see that this component is zero only along 
weil marked lines. whereas in the regions between easterly or westerly 
components remain. obviously suggesting the presence of important 
disturbances of terrestrial magnetism (Map 1) 1) . To localize and identify 
these anomalies unambiguously we have to study the other components. 

The ver tic a I co m pon ent. We presume the vertical component 
to be constant along each parallel. the examination of the average values 
not revealing deviations from this rule. It is not allowed to take the average 
of each set of symmetrical points as stated above. because they may be 
strongly disturbed. By carefully shifting the figures we may ob ta in a first 
approximation of the normal vertical field. 

By subtracting the normal values from those observed the disturbing 
field is obtained. 

So we find a number of weil defined fields of south and north magnetism 
(Map 2) . Wh en comparing map 2 with map 1 we see that the east 

.components wholly concord with the residual vertical field. 
The nor t h ~ c 0 m pon ent. This component is not constant along the 

magnetic parallels. reaching a maximum on the zero meridian. a minimum 
on the 1800 meridian. The observations evidently show this behaviour and 
it is possible by adopting a similar smoothing process as above to derive 
reliable values for the norm al field . 

Here again we find by calculating the residual components evident con~ 
cordance with the other components (See map 3). 

1) The maps 1. 2 and 3 contain also the magnetic equator and the zero-meridian. 

6 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig. 3 
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Both the east and the north components must be zero just above the 
centre of an anomaly. Moreover the zero~lines must cross the poles. To 
show th is map 4 has been drawn which contains the systems of zero~lines 
and the zones of disturbance of the vertical force . Indeed these conditions 
are remarkably well fulfilled . Whereas the concordance is very close in the 
well known parts of the world it is less in the pol ar regions. Yet the 
course of the zero~lines is by no means disappointing. 

5. We may now understand a number of features of the terrestrial field . 
We point f.i. to the maximum of horizontal intensity in the Malay Archi~ 
pelago and Further India. It is due to the two following factors: 

1°. the magnetic equator with its maximum va lues of horizontal intensity 
is crossing these regions, 

20. the horizontal force is still increased by the influence of the great 
southerly anomaly in East Asia. 

The map of the vertical residual field reveals a most remarkable 
symmetry with respect to the origin. The south~anomaly in East Asia 
extending over the S. W. Pacific finds a true reflection in the Antarctic 
south~a:nomaly of the southern Atlantic Ocean with the field in the United 
States. In the immediate neighbourhood of the intersection of the 1800 

meridian and the equator the very strong north field of western tropical 
Africa is situated. Though the polar regions are only poorly known we 
may rem ark that the symmetry is here present too: strong positive fields 
in the neighbourhood of the magnetic poles are to both sides accompanied 

. by negative anomalies along the zero meridian . We find corresponding 
symmetries in the other components. 

We see a contrast between the two hemispheres: the con tin ent a I 
field of East Asia corresponds with the 0 c e a n i c field in the southern 
Atlantic, whereas the 0 c e a n i c field of the S. W. Pacific corresponds 
with the con tin ent a I field of the United States. 

6. The late Dr. G. P. NljHOFF has detected an interesting relation 
between the magnetic centra of the residual field and the centra of FISK's 
isopores (6). The centra of maximum positive or negative secular variation 
derived from FISK'S maps have been plotted on fig. 4. One glance reveals 
that they all avoid the maxima of the residual field, but th at they prefer 
the neighbourhood of the zero~lines. They are situated around the Central~ 
Asia and SW~Pacific field and around the West~Africa centre. Especially 
they accumulate near the zero~lines of tropical South America. We see two 
strong centra of isopores south of Australia again where a number of zero~ 
lines are meeting. 

These features cannot be accidental. They show a close correlation 
between the two phenomena. The zero~lines will be formed under the 
mutual influence of neighbouring fields and we may readily presume th at 
here the secular variation is acting strongly. 
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7. CLAY (7) has recently discussed a remarkable earth~magnetic effect 
on the ultra~radiation. He has based his magnetic coordinates on the 
reduced magnetic north pok whereas the effect found without doubt will 
depend upon the true poles and their magnetic field. The distance from the 
true pole to the reduced pole exceeding 11 0 is by no means negligible. 

When now reducing his magnetic coordinates to those developed in th is 
paper we may draw indeed a curve th at more satisfactorily suits to the 
facts (fig. 5) 1) . 
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Here we find also confirmed our opinion that referring the phenomena of 
terrestrial magnetism to the true poles shows obvious advantages. 

1) We could not correct all observations, because we wanted BERLAGE's data. 
Corrected values have been indicated by crosses and connected by horizontal lines to thc 
original points. CLA y 's curve is represented by a broken line. 
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